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Huge thanks to our 2020-2021 Club Sponsors!

David Plews

Club Sponsors and Supporters
The club acknowledges the generous support of the following businesses:
Apps Mechanical www.appsmechanical.com.au
Birdon www.birdon.com.au
Boost Juice www.boostjuice.com.au
David Plews www.portmacquarie.eldersrealestate.com.au
I-MED Radiology Network www.i-med.com.au
Innervision www.innervisionsurfskate.com.au
John Patrick Isuzu Ute www.johnpatrickisuzuute.com.au
Men At Work www.menatwork.net.au
Newcastle Permanent www.newcastlepermanent.com.au
PDD Advisory Group www.pdd.com.au
Pycon Homes www.pycon.com.au
Saacks Orthodontics www.saacksorthodontics.com.au
Sovereign Hills www.sovereignhills.com.au
Sports and Spinal Physio www.physioportmacquarie.com.au
Webstudio www.webstudio.com.au

Members are encouraged to support these local businesses
that support our club

Club Committee and Officers
President – Rick Rolff
Vice President – Robert Duffy
Treasurer – Maree Mackenzie
Secretary – Trevor Franklin
Club Captain – Rob McCue
Gear Steward – Jeff Polverino
JAC Chairperson – Rob Oakeshott
Chief Training Officer – Anni Yaringa
Publicity Officer – Terry Mawer
Legal & Regulatory Officer – Rob Oakeshott
Competition Manager – Leanne Hatherly

Registrar – Sandy Menzies
Cadet Supervisor – Leanne Hatherly & Monique Suitor
Sponsorship and Grants Manager – Peter Fox
IRB Captain – Danny Suitor
Vice Club Captain – Nikki Stafford
Assistant Treasurer – Michelle Walsh
First Aid Officer – James O’Brien
Board & Ski Captain – Paula Stone
Covid-19 Safety Officer – James Wootton

President’s Report
A season which will not be forgotten quickly. 2020 – 2021 has thrown many challenges to the PMSLSC, with a
continuation of COVID, and then the worst flood in known history. Our club has once again shown it’s
commitment to keeping our beach safe, with no lives lost during the past 12 months.
Unfortunately, we have lost one of our very good patrol members and competitor, Jon Logie, who has had to
return to England due to a visa hiccup. He will be sorely missed.
Thank you:
Terry Mawer, for all the work on publicity and his newsletter each week.
Anni Yaringa, for your time and effort with Chief Training Officer - A job well done.
Rob McCue great job in his role as Club Captain, and the work he did in the flood with his team as well as his
weekly report in the newsletter.
Many thanks to everyone who patrolled this season, and special thanks to those members involved in rescues.
Nikki Stafford and Leanne Hatherly, for all the work in organising the presentation – Great Night.
Sandy Menzies, for the job as Registrar – Good Job.
Danny Suitor, for his work with the IRB’s - See you next season.
Leanne Hatherly, for the Competition Manager’s job, and looking after the cadets.
I would like to thank all our sponsors, and Peter Fox, for all the work he does with sponsors and grants – Well
done Peter.
Jamie Harrison, for the great service he supplied this year, and the cost price of the solar system on the roof.
Thank you to all the boaties for another great season – A very rough year.
I would like to welcome our two new sweeps to our club – Mark Van Aalderen and Wayne Dickson.
Unfortunately, due to Covid, there were no Country Championships this season – Bigger and better next year.
I would like to congratulate all the competitors that competed at State and Aussie Titles, and all the medal
winners - Great work.
Cooper Lorger was selected as the club, then Branch representative, for Junior Lifesaver of the Year 2020/21.
The award is a way for clubs and Branches, to recognise their U14 members’ achievements and contributions
within Surf Life Saving and their community – Congratulations Cooper.
A special thank you to the Committee for another great year.
Once again Trevor Franklin as Secretary, and our new Treasurer Maree Mackenzie – Thank you. Special thanks
to James Wootton for all his work on the Covid issue.
Thanks for the co-operation between all sections within the club, and attendance at various meetings.
Hopefully, this team can be taken into next season.

Rick Rolff
President

Treasurer’s Report

The audited Financial Report for the year ended 31 May 2021, has been circulated to members, and
shows that the club remains in a healthy financial position.
As a result of the implementation of Covid-19 restrictions the Bar and Hall Hire were suspended until
late September 2020. The club did not receive any income from these activities during this time.
Despite the Covid-19 impacts in the first quarter of the financial year, the club has achieved a surplus
of $36,893 for the year under review. As a result, the club’s net assets rose from $828,195, to
$865,088 over the year. The cash component of those net assets was $439,898, up from $389,301,
in 2020.
As expected, bar turnover was lower than in 2019-20. The Gross Profit on bar trading was $35,213
compared to $53,225, for the year ending 31 May 2020. Hall hire activities for the year produced
revenue of $13,802, down from $19,509 in the 2020 year.
Revenue in 2020-21 was supplemented by Grants of $65,133 from Service NSW (Covid -19), Surf Life
Saving NSW, Surf Lifesaving Australia, Port Macquarie Hastings Council, and the Office of Sport.
Sponsorship increased for 2020-21 by $10,227. Thanks must go to Peter Fox, for his efforts in
obtaining sponsors during a difficult financial year.
Membership fees were also down from 2019-20, by $8740. Fees were decreased, to encourage
members back into sport, after the early close of the season in 2019-20.
During the year, the club expenditure on new competition gear increased for the Junior Activities
Surf Lifesaving Club by $15,396, and $15,232 for the Senior Club.
Michelle Walsh has retired in May as Assistant Treasurer, after looking after our finances for two
years, and I would like to thank Michelle for her hard work and dedication to our Club.
It is difficult to provide income guidance for the financial year 2021-22, as there is still uncertainty as
a result of Covid-19. The committee will continue to assess the impacts, on an ongoing basis.

Maree MacKenzie
Treasurer

Training Report
This annual report, is a good time to remind ourselves, that Port Macquarie SLSC is part of the
Emergency Response collection of organisations. Our primary mission is to keep the public safe. The
purpose of our training courses, is to acquire and formally recognise the skills and knowledge needed,
to prevent or respond to urgent situations, that may arise on the beach, or in the water. The annual
proficiencies are in place to ensure each patrolling member, is fit enough to carry out the
responsibilities associated with their role, and to advise members of any changes to work practices,
that may have been put in place by SLSA / SLSNSW.
Tony Wright, Louise Hopkins, Danny Suitor, Amanda Higgerson, Rob McCue and Hugh Mackay, were
the mainstays of our training courses this past season. COVID was a challenging handicap, but
proficiencies were completed, and some new awards gained.
A significant amount of each course’s content has been shifted into a self-paced, online learning
format, which all members can access through the SLS NSW Members Portal. This means it is not
necessary to wait for a course to be advertised, before you start your learning. If you already have the
physical skills and have completed the online coursework, it is possible to be enrolled and assessed
when you are ready. If this may be an option for you, please ask for more information.
A successful bronze course was run in
Oct/Nov 2019, adding many new BM award
holders to patrols and water safety. The
group members progressed at different
rates based on previous experience, and
availability to attend the water sessions in
particular. Some were returning members,
others progressing from their SRC to BM,
and we also had brand new members,
including many staff from the Port Base
Hospital.
Figure 1: BM assessment Nov 2020

Figure 2: Bennett Powell with mentor, Mel Cockshut.

An important characteristic of our Club is inclusiveness.
Bennet Powell and his mentor, Mel Cockshutt,
demonstrated this with Bennett successfully completing his
Bronze Medallion, then going on to meet his patrol
obligations for the season. Bennett has previously
demonstrated his fitness by completing triathlons. Despite
being cautious of the unfamiliarity of the surf, he attended
all the training sessions and reaped the reward. Mel is to be
commended for the support she provided to Bennett, and
other members of the squad.

One thing our Club needs most of all is new IRB
drivers. Danny Suitor has demonstrated great talent
as both a driver and instructor and received very
positive feedback from the candidates who
participated in the IRB courses he conducted. The
Committee encourages all proficient members to
consider doing the IRB crew and Driver qualifications
in the new season. It is an essential position on every
patrol.

Figure 3: IRB drivers needed!

Sadly, we said farewell to Amanda Higgerson part
way through the season. Amanda has been an
outstanding training officer. She conducted
innumerable SRC, SRC to BM, and BM courses
while with our Club, and always gained very
positive feedback from the participants. We will
miss Amanda’s expertise, professionalism and
enthusiasm.
Figure 4: L to R Tim Atherton, Amanda Higgerson, Anni
Yaringa

During training sessions, we are always putting measures in place to keep our members safe from any
conditions that may be passed from one person to another, via direct or indirect contact. COVID has,
and will, continue to make this more challenging than in the past. As the new season approaches,
please spend some time working towards proficiency fitness, and consider taking on new
qualifications. The more qualified and proficient patrol members we have, the fewer patrol hours each
one has to do.
Stay safe… Anni Yaringa
Chief Training Officer

Youth Engagement Program (Cadet program)
2020-2021 was a difficult season as far as social gatherings were concerned. COVID put a stop to
just about all of our planned activities. No sooner had we put plans in place and were ready to go,
the goal posts would move again, and new restrictions were enforced. Much to our disappointment,
we could never seem to get the timing right!
Our cadets are an amazing bunch of young adults. Individually, and as a whole, they contribute
greatly to our club and local community.
Nearly all the patrols this season had cadets rostered. Our cadets patrolled over 1300 hours to
keeping our beach safe. Many of the cadets also took the opportunity to up-skill and gain some new
awards.
Thomas Collins was privileged to be selected to attend the SLSNSW Lifesaving Development Camp.
This camp focused on developing and enhancing the knowledge and skills of cadets preparing them
to take on added responsibility in their patrol team.
Molly Kemp was awarded the PMHC Youth Citizen of the Year at the Australia Day awards, for her
work with our club, and surf lifesaving.
Many of our cadets had success on the sporting field (beach) – see the Competition report for
details.
The club hosted a couple of “Come and Try” surf boat and ski days with mixed success. Not many
cadets took up the opportunity to try something new, but those that did, found new skills and had
fun. Our boatie ranks have been bolstered by now having an U19 Male team and a couple of our
U17 girls hope to make up a U23 Female crew!
The surf club journey doesn’t end with nippers or just patrolling as a cadet. We should be
immensely proud that these 3 young ladies having followed their passion, and were employed as ALS
casual lifeguards - Molly Kemp, Kate Field and Sarah Hatherly.
The call up for nominations for the 2020/2021 ALS Rookie program, saw the largest number of
cadets apply than ever before. It was an extremely tough decision for the selection panel, as all the
cadets were worthy of the opportunity. Congratulations to Emily Moloney and Jackson O’Rourke,
who represented our club.
Finally – thank you to all the cadets that came along to our Pirate presentation night, though the
adults did manage to out party you!!

Molly Kemp

Emily – ALS Rookie

Presentation evening

Jackson – ALS Rookie

Leanne Hatherly and Monique Suitor
Cadet Co-ordinators

Sarah and Kate ALS Lifeguards

Competition Report
We always knew that the 2020-2021 surf sports season was going to look different, as COVID
restrictions tightened, and the government introduced strict guidelines for Community Sport. In
saying that, most carnivals were able to go ahead, and PMSLSC had a very successful competition
season.
CLUB CHAMPS
We were very lucky to be able to run all 3 club competition days this season. First up, a big thank you
to Tony Wright for his support, officiating and competing - you are an inspiration to us all.
Congratulations to all of our competitors that had a go. There is always fierce competition, but lots
of laughs.
The Nipper and Senior Club Champion results for season 2020/2021 were:
U8 Joshua Harris, Amaya Colthorpe

U9 Flynn Wehlow, Moniji Ryan

U10 Ben Oakeshott, Summer Waller

U11 Peter Duffy, Ella Oliver

U12 Angus Oakeshott, Airlia Matthews

U13 Jarvis Linehan, Grace Curran

U14 Will Oliver, Brianna Moloney
U15 Andie McGrath, Ben Hamel

U17 Emily Moloney, Sam Kobelke

U19 Molly Kemp, Ben Moreton

30-39 Cassie Trotter, Daniel Blackman

40-49 Ginette Kobelke, Norm Kobelke

50-59 Carolyn Turnham, Tony Wright

60-69 Amanda Higgerson, Robert(Rorge) Dalrymple
70+ Larry Brook
Open Emily Moloney, Larry Brook

Branch Carnivals and Branch Champs.
Despite the pandemic and weather, we were able to have the three scheduled Branch Carnivals this
season. COVID played a huge hand in the way the carnivals were run. Thanks to everyone that
attended and supported the new regulations, to ensure we all stayed safe.
The first Branch carnival was held on our home turf in early November, and re-introduced the boats
into the Branch carnivals. It was exciting to watch, and our Port teams did a great job (despite a few
injuries). Conditions deteriorated in the afternoon, and the Masters events were held over to the
Sunday. The weather was perfect for the water events on Sunday, where our Nippers dominated. A
massive thank you to the work crews that pitched in to set up this weekend.
The 2nd carnival was held at SWR, where the conditions were near perfect on Saturday for the
Masters and Cadets, even managing to run the double ski events! Sunday saw the weather turn,
making it challenging for our nippers. The program was modified to suit the age groups, and once
again our nippers dominated.
The Branch Championships were held at Tacking Point. Well done to everyone who competed.
A big shout out to all the officials and water safety, who helped run the two days and kept the kids
safe in an unpredictable ocean! . Due to a conflict of dates, there were no surf boats at this event.
Congratulations to the following PMSLSC members who took out the Branch Age Awards:

U8 Amaya Colthorpe
U11 Peter Duffy

U9 Flynn Wehlow

Charlotte McEntyre

U10 Benjamin Oakeshott

U12 Jack McGrath Angus Oakeshott

U13 Ethan Maher Cleo Schubert

U14

Will Oliver

U15

U19

Molly Kemp

Ben Hamel

Chloe Caldwell

30-39 Daniel Blackman

60-69

Summer Waller

Amanda Higgerson

70+

Brianna Moloney

Larry Brook

PMSLSC once again took out the JAC 1st place, with a resounding win. Our cadets and
Masters came in 2nd place, in the water events.

STATE – Swansea Belmont SLSC
Due to COVID, the NSW State Titles were held over three weeks this season, 25th Feb – 21st March,
following a different format than previously. As a club, we had competitors attending all 3 sections,
Age (Nippers), Masters, and Youth (Cadets/Opens).
Congratulations to the 24 Nippers that attended the State Age. A brilliant effort by all, especially for
those competing at this level for the first timeAlong with a lot of personal bests and huge smiles,
they all had a great experience.
U9 – Scarlett Brook , Flynn Wehlow

U10 – Max Schneider, Ben Oakeshott, Max Pengelly

U11 – Peter Duffy, Ella Oliver, Tilly Sinclair, Charlotte McEntyre, Ruby Merritt, Hunter Clark, Tora
Wehlow, Peter Field and James Cockshutt
U12 – Airlia Matthews, Ben Barlow, Jack McGrath, Angus Oakeshott and Austin Pettitt
U13 – Ethan Maher

U14 – Lily Barlow, Will Oliver, Patrick Field and Cooper Lorger

What a great effort from our four Open competitors. We are so proud of these young adults - Chloe
Caldwell, Ben Hamel, Molly Kemp and Sarah Hatherly. They all did a brilliant job against some tough
competitors. It was wonderful to see all the cadets from our Branch hang out and support each
other at State.
Paula Stone, Carolyn Turnham, Amanda Higgerson and Larry Brook represented PMSLSC at State
Masters. They all did an amazing job, with some fabulous results bringing our club in at 29th position.
Our two Masters Surf Boat teams travelled down to Swansea Belmont ready to compete, only to
have the event cancelled at the last minute, much to their disappointment.

Country
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 issue, Country for this season was cancelled. We hope to see it’s
return in the new season.

Interbranch
Once again PMSLSC would have been well represented this season, with 18 Nippers/Cadets/Opens
being selected for the MNC Interbranch team, but again, this was another major carnival cancelled,
this time due to the floods.

AUSSIES
The Sunshine Coast didn’t disappoint - the weather was perfect, and the ocean was just right for
racing. Our small team of 6 competitors did our club proud, with some amazing results against the
best in the country, from 315 clubs.
Competing for the first time at this level, U15’s Andi McGrath, Chloe Caldwell and Ben Hamel held
their own with some impressive results:
Ben Hamel - an absolutely outstanding job, making the U15 Male Board Final, coming in 16th
position. Well done Ben! Andie and Chloe were brilliant, just narrowly missing out to proceed to
the next level. Jack Caldwell U19, put himself up for the endurance event - 2k Ocean swim, finishing
the swim in an impressive time of 27.25 mins.
Larry Brook and Carolyn Turnham represented our Masters, and brought home the bling! Both Larry
and Carolyn, received Bronze for the 2k Ocean Swims in their respected age groups. Well done to
you both – you are amazing ambassadors for our club.

OFFICIALS
Officials ensure competitions are run in a safe and secure environment, while maintaining rules and
regulations. Carnivals at all levels, cannot be run without these amazing people, and they deserve
our gratitude. This season we were lucky to have 4 members step up and complete the Core Officials
Course. Congratulations to Hayley McGrath, Maddi McGrath, Jack Caldwell and Rob Oakeshott.
I would also like to thank our regular officials who step up and helped out at each Branch carnival:
Tim Atherton, Rob McCue, Leanne Hatherly, Adam Matthews, Lance Harris, John Spokes and Tony
Wright.
Officiating can be very rewarding, and this season I had the priviledge of being awarded a SLSA
mentoring scholarship, which enabled me to Officiate at the Aussies Championships. A big thank you
to SLSA for the opportunity, and I would highly encourage all Officials to apply, if the chance comes
up again next year. Not only seeing our club mix with the best of the best, but to meet fellow
Officials from all around Oz, was just incredible.
PMSLSC continues to be a strong force when it comes to competition. Our nippers are always well
represented, and this season, we once again saw an increase in the number of cadets and masters
competing. Bring on 2021/2022!

Leanne Hatherly
PMSLSC Competition Manager

Club Captain’s Report
I want to start this report by saying a big thank you, to all those members that took part in patrols
throughout the year. Whether it was award or active members, every hour on the beach helped
maintain a safe beach for all swimmers, and people on the sand.
Patrolling members carried out close to 5400 hours on the beach. While on patrol, there were 2000
preventative actions carried out which is usually asking swimmers to return to the flagged area, or
assist them to return to safer waters. There were 13 successful rescues carried out and I would like
to thank all those involved with returning people back to shore.
First aid cases consisting mainly of blue bottle stings, totaling 60. Considering there were more than
35,000 people who attended the beach on the weekends, the above figures show the importance of
maintaining strong patrols.
Unfortunately, we did have a month of March marred by severe flooding and big seas, which
resulted in multiple beach closures for some weeks. This is reflected in the number of beach closures
that were necessary, totaling 35.
Most clubs up and down the coast reported fewer active members this year, due in the main part to
Covid issues, and to a lesser amount flooding. The club was very lucky to have over 120 members
volunteering throughout the year. Most patrols completed over 10 patrols each during the season,
which is much appreciated.
To all those completing water safety hours for trainees, nippers, or events, thank you as without
these Bronze or SRC award members, a lot of events would not be able to continue.
It was good to see Nipper’s transition into patrols once they had completed their SRC, and also carry
on and get their Bronze Medallion.
It’s encouraging to see everyone do their part in keeping our club and its members safe during the
COVID-19 pandemic, by following the safety guidelines. I must congratulate James Wootton in
particular, for his work on constantly updating our Covid plans, as Government and Surf life Saving
requirements change. No doubt this coming season will be impacted again by the pandemic,
although most people have now made the additional checking in and out, and use of masks, a part of
their day-to-day routine.
A big thank you to Club Vice Captain Nikki Stafford who helped create, maintain and adjust patrol
logs and members as required throughout the year. A big effort that did not go unnoticed.
In closing, a big thanks to all members for their efforts in keeping the beach safe and friendly over
the last season. Looking forward to seeing you all on the beach in early September, and in the
meantime, stay mellow in the red and yellow!

Robert McCue
Club Captain

Awards
U15 Club Person of the Year Chloe Caldwell
U17 Club Person of the Year Thomas Collins
Open Club Person of the Year Ginette Kobelke
President's Award Rob McCue
Club Captain's Award James Wootton
U15 Female Club Champion Andie McGrath
U15 Male Club Champion Ben Hamel
U17 Female Club Champion Emily Moloney
U17 Male Club Champion Sam Kobelke
U19 Female Club Champion Molly Kemp
U19 Male Club Champion Ben Moreton
U19 Male Club Champion Jack Caldwell
Open Female Club Champion Emily Moloney
Open Male Club Champion Larry Brook
30s Female Club Champion Cassie Trotter
30s Male Club Champion Dan Blackman
40s Female Club Champion Ginette Kobelke
40s Male Club Champion Norm Kobelke
50s Female Club Champion Carolyn Turnham
50s Male Club Champion Tony Wright
60s Female Club Champion Amanda Higgerson
60s Male Club Champion Rorge Dalrymple
70s Male Club Champion Larry Brook
Rower of the Year Nikki Stafford
Club Swim Champion Andrew Mitchell
Club Board Champion Amanda Higgerson
U15 Male Patrol Persons of the Year Ben Hamel and Jesse Suitor
U15 Female Patrol Person of the Year Amy Hatherly

U17 Male Patrol Person of the Year Hugh Robertson
U17 Female Patrol Person of the Year Emily Moloney
U19 Male Patrol Person of the Year Timothy Kobelke
U19 Female Patrol Persons of the Year Molly Kemp and Jessica Hamel
Open Male Patrol Persons of the Year Jamie Harrison and Peter Besseling
Open Female Patrol Person of the Year Nikki Stafford
Patrol of the Year Patrol 9:
Trevor Franklin, Peter Besseling, Tony Donegan, Maree Mackenzie,
Rorge Dalrymple, Hugh Robertson, Matt Field, Kate Field, Angele Field,
Patrick Field, Wayne Oliver, Will Oliver, Cooper Lorger
70+
70+
70+
70+
70+

Patrol
Patrol
Patrol
Patrol
Patrol

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
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Patrol
Patrol
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Patrol
Patrol
Patrol
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Anni Yaringa
Monika Felgentreff
Rob McCue
Peter Fox
Tony Wright

award
award
award
award
award
award
award
award
award
award

Phil Marchingo
Anni Yaringa
Jonathon Logie
Murray Schofield
Jenny Wookey
Ginette Kobelke
Michael Nuyttens
Rorge Dalrymple
Maree Mackenzie
Terry Mawer

Life Member Jeff Polverino

Congratulations to all of our award recipients.

JASC Nippers Report
Improvement in water-based skills was the primary focus for season 2020. As a consequence, we
had more than 20 Nippers dive into the State titles at Swansea-Belmont, for the very first time.
More generally, the number of Nippers swimming and surfing with more confidence, was noted by
many.
A big thank you to all on the Nippers committee, the Age Managers, parents, and most importantly
the individual Nippers themselves, for ‘buying’ into this direction.
On any given summer Sunday, many of us did what we could to risk manage the semi-organised
chaos, of nearly 200 young men and women keen to get wet in our comparatively small Flynns
Beach, and for it to happen in the safest way possible.
Yes - we all had our hearts in our mouths at times, but the skill improvement over the season was
noticeable. This really did feel like a summer spent building high quality lifesavers of the future.
A big, big congratulations to all the Nippers in showing great courage and bravery, and for stepping
up to this personal challenge.
Most of the gains were personal for each nipper, and these personal milestones are, and always will
be, the main point of the exercise. But…as a group, we did win the junior Branch ☺, we were ready
to take a record team away to Country (damn covid ), and we saw a 1000% increase in
participation at State (from 2 nippers to 20 ☺). We even managed two 6th places at State, so special
shout-outs to Flynn Wehlow (sprints) and Ben Oakeshott (board) on this impressive racing. Thanks
for the hard won 2 points, which is now our collective challenge to try and beat in 2022.
If the saying “you’re either green and growing, or brown and dying” is true, then I do think we are
entering a growth phase within the Port Nippers, as a keen bunch of young guns appear to be
emerging for the next few years. This should be exciting to watch, and I suspect the black and gold
cap is going to surprise a few bigger clubs along the way. I do encourage more families to consider
attending both State and Country titles for the fully immersed experience, of the competitive and
social sides to surf lifesaving. If you think Board Camp is big, (and yes, indeed, it was a cracking good
time this year), then join with other like-minded families on these Country and State titles trips. You
won’t regret it.
Back to the thank you’s. Our Gear Stewards Matt and Jimmy once again did a lot of the heavy lifting
without complaint. We thank them for their ongoing work. Thank you as well for going over and
above this season in helping out the senior Gear Steward, as he underwent shoulder surgery.
Thank you to Emily Duffy and the Uniform shop team, who ran the shop for the entire club, not just
the Nippers. This was appreciated by many.

Thanks to Dave McGrath and team for taking on the Sunday responsibility of Beach Superintendent.
Dave eats project management for breakfast (think of him whenever you drive across Australia’s
longest bridge at Kempsey☺), but trying to fit 200 nippers into 50 metres of water even had him
scratching his head at times. Thanks for your trusted and sensible risk management throughout the
year.
Thanks to Ben Wehlow and the entire water safety team. These orange people, our Water Safety
crew, make or break the whole concept of Nippers. Without them, no water play. Often going
unnoticed as they shiver their way up to their towels, after a two-hour shift in the water, they
deserve the highest praise for jumping in and making it all happen. The biggest of thank you’s to all
of you.
More generally, I congratulate and thank the many parents who have chosen to get more involved
on the beach, whether helping out Age Managers, or in other ways. In particular, it was really
appreciated at the start of the season when a dozen or so parents took the time to do their Bronze
Medallion. This allowed them to help out with water safety, which proved to be a critical difference
for the running of nippers this season.
To the small crew of IRB Drivers/Crew who also spent many hours on the water in all sorts of
conditions - thank you. If there is one request of all parents for the coming season, it is to please
consider getting your IRB drivers ticket. Benny Wehlow, Jamie Harrison, and Danny Suitor were very
kind in stepping up to drive the duck over and over and over and over again. I could tell by the look
in their eyes, that it was not what they wanted to do on some Sundays, but I absolutely appreciated
their commitment to Nippers, when they did it anyway. Thank you for doing this throughout the
season, and a massive shout-out for MORE IRB DRIVERS! Pretty Please ☺…..
And on this – if ANY parents aren’t sure where or how to help out in the coming season, then just
find me, Hayley McGrath, or any of the abovementioned crew, and introduce yourself as a willing
helper. No-one bites (that I am aware of) (…actually…I am aware of one that bites, but only one…),
and we all have a list of jobs a mile long, so we are more than happy to share! Many hands make
light work, and blah, blah, blah. You know the drill. Help is always welcome, and always needed.
Please consider.
So, to next season. Training has already started for some and I encourage everyone to get back in
the water as early as possible, even just for a casual paddle. The legend that is Larry Brook, knows
better than anyone what needs to be done, and I encourage you to consider trusting in his training.
It has proven itself over many many years. Watch this space for more on training schedules.
There also appears to be an emerging group who are keen for a few more road trips to meet other
clubs and test our skills. Again, watch this space.
And requests are in for more social bonding throughout the club, in (hopefully) a post-COVID
lockdown world. Yes, again, watch this space!
Basically, the calendar is being completed now, so watch the Facebook site and Club News for more
details shortly.
And one final note. I know it is dangerous to single out individuals, but I watched first-hand how
many hours Hayley McGrath put into the club communications, amongst all her other club tasks.
Increasing internal nippers communications, driven by Hayley, has made a massive difference to club

engagement. It has allowed families to be up to date on everything happening, and made for an
inclusive, team feel. For this, can I single her out for the loudest of thank you’s.
See you all on the beach in season 2021/22, which I am hoping will be a year where the skills
development of the previous 12 months begins to bear fruit. Here’s hoping.
Cheers, Rob Oakeshott – JAC Chairperson
P.S: Memories of the past season are best captured in pictures, not words. Here are a few attached
from the season just passed.

